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4.1 General
On power-up, the XBT-A teminal automatically executes a series of
self-tests (refer to section 9, Automatic self-tests, page 135).
The terminal will display a succession of screens before displaying the
definitive operating mode display:

is ready to send or receive commands

The stored configurations are:
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4.2 Selecting Operating Modes
The XBT-A, terminal offers two modes of operation. Holding the [m)
key down while pressing [m]enables
access to the Configuration and
Operation modes,
On power-up:
- The XBT-A terminal will automatically set to the
1*
RUNNING
,% 1 position
This is the mode used for operator dialog, when the XBT-A terminal is in
communication with automated systems.
- On power-up, the XBT-A will default to English language messages.

?+$

RUNNING

- control discrete 110
functions
- access and modification of
Digital instructions
- acknowledge faults

+j$

SYSTEM ACTlON
- display messages or
values
- request parameter
modification.
\

/
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key down and pressing
In the Operation mode, holding the [ENTER)
D
[j]
keeps the terminal in %CONFIGURATlON3@
mode.
\

+f$ CONFIGURATION

3#

i

OPERATOR ACTION
- language selection
- serial line configuration
- memory configuration
(storing messages)
- checking stored messages
- manually selecting

ENTER
In the Configuration mode, holdin the m
[ml
keeps the terminal in -1$c

ke down and pressing
mode.
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4.3 Accessing the Main Functions
=

holddown ENTER and press
FUNCT

1

++i CONFIGURATION

*

1

r

messaaes (see Daae 31)

ODeration

4.4 Operation
- The XBT-A terminal dialogs via fhe serial link with the application program
of the automated system. The various exchange modes are described in
section 6, Communication, page 55.
- The operator has a display unit to check the data input and a keyboard
for:
. sending orders or requesting access using Function keys m
to
. entering responses via the Number keys (
to p_
acknowledging faults by pressing[m]
’
. set the XBT-A terminal in the required mode using the Edit keys

Automation system commands can be accessed by:
- Direct Access by pressing a
to a
- Indirect Access by pressingm]@
@ Emq
13_<xx_<99.
Digital responses are entered by changing the blinking display characters:
I(DELlJto erase, enter @ ....@ and [a]
to validate,
blinking messages are acknowledged by pressing [-J.
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4.5

Configuration
This mode is used when installing the XBT-A terminal.
It enables the system engineer or user to make selections using the Edit
keys, affecting:
- message language (English/French/German/Italian/Spanish),
- serial transmission line parameters for exchanges with the automated
system in *
RUNNING
$# 1 mode,
- serial transmission line parameters for storing messages in
1 $k CONFIGURATION + ) mode,
- checking stored messages,
- checking the XBT-A terminal (self-tests),
The above functions will be described in detail in this section.

- memoryconfiguration
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4.5.1

Language

Configuration:

[ LANGUAGES

1

CONFIGURATION

THE MESSAGE IS DISPLAYED IN
THE SELECTED LANGUAGE

25

I

Select German
messages

I

I

Select Italian
messages

I

LINE PARAMETERS
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4.5.2

Serial Line Confiauration: 1 LINE PARAMETER4

SER. PORT 20 MA
SER. PORT 20 MA I
SER. PORT RS422

CL PASS: passing current loop
CL BLO: blocked current loop
RS4.22: differential voltage

FDX (FULL DUPLEX):
transmisston/receptlon
HDX (HALF DUPLEX):
transmission/reception
ec

A

simultaneous
exchanges
alternate
exchan es

t

from

to
nextpage

l

required in RS485 (rV 1.1) Adjust mode or in multipointoperation
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1
Selects the number of ASCII
character bits sent (data)

DATA BITS 7

PARRY
PARITY
PARITY
PARITY
PARITY

SPACE
MARK
EVEN
ODD
NO

EVEN = 1 if the number of data bits
ODD = 1 if the number of data bits

J

Selects the number of stop bits (1 or

STOP BITS 2

I

IIENTER~

I

ENTER

I
t
LOAD PARAMETERS

--

Entry in memory configuration (see page 31)

1
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\
ADJUST

MODE

The following parameters are set:
- half duplex exchange (HDX)
- speed 9600 baud
- 8 bit format
- odd parity
- 1 stop bit
- no checksum.

The following parameters must be selected:
- data link: RS.485 with TSXI 7-20
CL PASS with TSX27/47/67/87
- answer:

.

WITH, the XBT-A terminal returns a
confirm to the automation system
NONE, the XBT-A terminal returns no
confirm to the automation system.
/

ASCII MODE

All of the transmission parameters must be adapted to those of the
associated automation system.

ODeration
Line Configuration

\

F

ADDITIONAL

INFORMATlON

corresponds to an Exclusive OR between all bytes of the
command including the LF and CR characters (refer to the calculation
example in sub-section 11.5, page 143). It can only be used in ASCII
mode (checksum with selected).
Checksum:

Confirm: When a stored N (digital) or D (blinking) message is displayed,
this parameter selects between two types of XBT-A terminal operation.
Immediately pressing t-1
will cause the XBT-A terminal to send the
following messages:

CONFIRM
WITH

empty field

TYPE N
MESSAGE

CONFIRM
NONE

DESIGNATION

ESC # LFCR

ESC R, CONFIRM ,LFCR

CONFIRM

full field
CONFIRM = FIELD
VALUE

ESC FXXX LFCR
NPE D
MESSAGE

Multlpoint:

\

ACKNOWLEDGE
XXX = message number

this mode is described in sub-section 6.8, page 95.

/
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4.5.3 Memory Configuration:

1 LOAD PARAMETERS

1

Operating messages are stored in the XBT-A terminal using a TSX T407
terminal, a display terminal or a PUPS microcomputer.
The message storage procedures are described in section 5, Storing
Messages, page 39.
The XBT-A terminal in Configur. Memory mode, enables the serial link
parameters to be adapted to those of the storage device used.

These parameters are stored separately from those stored in
LINE. PARAMETERS

ODeration
Memory Configuration

~

1

LOAD PAi”“‘RS

1

w

]

SER PORT RS422

Selects transmission type:
RS232: voltage V24
SER. PORT 20 MA:
passing current loop
SER. PORT 20 MA I:
blocked current loop
RS 422: differential voltage

1

Selects transmission speed
[baud)

Selects the number of bits in the
transmitted ASCII (data) characters
Selects parity (1 bit)
SPACE = 0
MARK=1
EVEN = 1 if the number of data
bits is even
ODD = 1 if the number of data
bits is odd
NO = no parity bit
Selects the number of stop bits

STOP SIT 1
STOP SITS 2

to

from
next page

(1 or2)

to

I
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to
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I

Selects the type of confirm sent by
the storage terminal

MESSAGE: for T407
ACK: for PUPS and XBT LlOO

I

XBT-A message recording

I

End of recording

I

PROG COMPLETE:YES

RECORDING

END

<

Check input of stored
messages
(see page 33)

J
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4.5.4 Checking stored messages:

MESSAGES DISPLAY

This procedure enables a check of messages saved in the EEPROM
memory of the XBT-A terminal.
Messages are incremented:
- by automatically incrementing the XBT-A after each checking procedure.
- by entering the required number when: MESS NUMBER = XXX is
displayed

Present selected message text

X = position of the first message

~

1

DATA=BOr

A=2

m

VAR = TSX7 variable (ADJUST
A = refresh TSX7 variable

Start XBT-A manual test
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4.5.5

Self-tests:

1TESTS 1

This procedure is used to check that all electrical sub-units of the XBT-A
terminal are operating correctly.
The self-tests can be triggered by the user in the Operation phase of the
XBT-A terminal (exchanges with the connected automation system). In this
case it is necessary to:
- select Configuration by pressing m

+m

- select TESTS by repeatedly pressing[m)I
During this procedure, the XBT-A terminal does not communicate with the
automated system (it is off-line).
The full self-tftst procedure is the same regardless of the type of terminal
connected:
-

XBT-A
XBT-A
XBT-A
XBT-A

70101
71101
72101
73101

=
=
=
=

12 function keys (Fl to F12)
12 function keys with label holders
12 function keys with LEDs and label holders
8 function keys + 4 keys without LEDs, with label
holders + 4 indicators LED’S

The LED tests do not apply to models XBT-A 70101 and XBT-A 71101.
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ENTER

(Self-tests)

I

cl

Automatic execution of the internal self-tests is
triggered by pressing ENTER
TEST EEPROM:
ch I s message memory.
If an error is found, pressing
TEST PROM:
TEST RAM:

checks the XBT-A internal
program
checks the buffer memory

TEST REGISTER: checks the keyboard decoding
circuits
If a fault is found during the last 3 tests listed
above, refer to sub-section 9 Self-tests, page
135.

Selects address test (multipoint use).
Fit the address test plug on the serial
link connector (refer to sub-section 8.8
page 134).

Address test result:
OK: address circuits are correct
FAILURE: one or more faulty address
circuits

-

A
From end of tests

to

nextpage

to

Selects keyboard test

3
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(Self-tests)

previous page
from
t

from
f

Selects display test

-[

Automatic and cyclic display of the
tests performed on the display

I

-1

I
Select LED test (only significant for
XET-A72101 and XBT-A73101
terminals)

LIGHTS ON: all LEDs on
LIGHTS OFF: all LEDs off

-[

Selects buzzer test

-[

1

+
BUZZER ON
BUZZER OFF

-1

-1

BUZZER ON
BUZZER OFF

Select RS232 test.
Fit the RS232 plug (refer to
sub-section 8.8 page 134) to the
serial link of the XBT-A

Result of RS232 data link tests

nextpage

J
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(Self-tests)

previous page
from
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f
Selects 20 mA CL test
Fit the 20 mA CL test plug (refer to
subsection 8.8 page 134) on the
serial link connector of the XET-A
and supply it from an external 24
VDC
power
supply
(passive
protected current loop)..

I[

FUNCT

I

TEST CHECKING

Results of current loop circuit tests
rZ%Zi?sZ~

-[

circuits

J

Select RS422 test.
Fit the RS422 test plug (refer to
sub-section 8.8 page 134) on the
serial link connector of the XBT-A

TEST CHECKING

Results of RS 422 data link tests
OK: circuits OK
FAILURE: faulty circuits
I

Returns to language
selection

return to

TESTADDRESS
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